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In attendance:
• PSU: Finn, Stuver, Summerscales, Sutton
• Syracuse: Penn, Saulson
• LHO: Sigg, Rahkola
• CIT: Blackburn, Drever, Lazzarini, Shawhan, Weinstein, Zweizig
• MIT: Ballmer, Laura C. (?), Rebimbau, Shoemaker, Sylvestre, Zucker
• UTB: Anderson

1) Brief report on Lab discussions of "E7 Lessons Learned" (Weinstein, Shoemaker)
a) Internal Lab Review for Lab Exec Comm, for purpose of S1, S2 scheduling. The

basic idea is to be sure we are ready before S1. Last week hardware/detectors;
this week software. Brief report by lab personnel for each group. Alan presented
burst group. Presentation on burst web page. Presentation focused on activities
that are taking place, though what was desired was perhaps a more critical
evaluation. This critical evaluation came out in oral discussion of “what the
words on the slides mean.”

b) Gary Sanders kicked-out for discussion a straw-man end-June S1; previous
discussion was end-May. While details are different, the time frame seems
consistent.

c) Key question is when is S1 productive vs. being a distraction. When is
astrophysics, ldas ready, when is hardware ready (e.g., S1 before or after LLO
remediation, which can not take place before mid-October).

d) Feedback to operators during run was an issue in the hardware/detector. Several
different issues here: status of jobs running in ldas, what is rate of triggers going
in to database, how do we know data we are taking is good (for a burst search).

2) DSOs and Triggered Search
a) Tfclusters (Sylvestre)
b) Tried to add capability to add power, coordinate of clusters to database. Problem

with ldas being able to write this info to database. Will be fixed in next iteration.
Valuable for E7/Final.

c) power: No reporter present.
d) Slope: No reporter present.
e) triggered search: no reporter present.
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3) Simulations (Weinstein)
a) Running all dso’s at MIT on regular E7 and E7 with injected bursts. Understands

tfclusters, but not power or slope. Need a simulation group meeting to hash this
out. Alan will organize.

b) For tfclusters, have done a first pass at all the steps to get fake rates.

4) Vetoes (Shoemaker, Zweizig)
a) PEM (Rahkola)

i) Goals were to write an absolute threshold monitor, focused on three
calibrated PEM channels for which transfer functions are known; also
threshold on channels where absolute calibration not known, with threshold
determined “statistically”. Absolute monitor in progress and should be tested
this week.

ii) Statistical means, in this usage, if PEM is statistically unusual then veto, even
if no recognized transfer function to gravity-wave channel.

b) IFO diagnostics (Saulson)
i) H1 doesn’t appear to have as much glitchy behavior, but this may be because

electronics noise is masking it.
c) Need agile tools: don’t specialize to noise characteristics we presently have.
d) DMT on data on HPSS is do-able off HPSS, but not easy.
e) Veto group will get together again to discuss question of transfer function and

“statistical” vetoes. Shoemaker will organize.

5) Event Tool
a) Status (Sigg)

i) Started building the XML reader. Source tree not in great shape for external
users to get a working version. Missing is a step-by-step procedure to get it
going. Rauha has succeeded in getting it running for solaris gcc, but
procedure doesn’t work for linux. This procedure will be posted by Daniel
and pointer circulated.

b) “user” team (Regimbau)
i) Has not yet succeeded in getting tool running; so, no experience to report.

Will work from circulated procedure.


